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ABSTRACT
ase of the open loop system at every point in
ane. These effects are studied for poles and
on the negative real axis, and a family of curves
summarizes the results. A design technique is developed
which permits compensation design to satisfy simultaneous
specifications of root location and system gain c The
method clearly defines the minimum number of compensator
sections required, and leads to a logical interpretation
of relative needs for phase lead and phase lag
compensators
.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation for the
advice and encouragement given him by Professor George
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s = complex variable = o~ + j
s = point on s-plane selected to be a root ? r
P = pole coordinate
Z = zero coordinate
Zd = distance from a zero to a root location
Pd = distance from a pole to a root location
j = damping ratio = cos tan
=
uJr/<rr
r - <Tr + jujr = root location
Zm = location of compensator zero to produce a
maximum value for Z/Zd
CJ n = aJ^^t + u>xr"~
CO nc = value of UJn after compensation
Zi_ = location of zero which just satisfies angle
criterion when pole is at infinity

CHAPTER lo Statement of the Problem c
Compensators are required in feedback control systems
to make possible the simultaneous satisfaction of static,
steady state, and dynamic performance specificat ions
Most compensator design procedures are based upon
manipulation of the open loop transfer function c The
specific manipulations usually involve trial and error
techniques, and graphical aids are popular since they
speed up the process of converging to an acceptable
1
compensator design G Bode diagram methods set the gain
to a value which is adequate for static and steady state
accuracy specifications, then permit adjustment of
dynamic performance by manipulation of the magnitude
and phase curves to obtain acceptable phase and gain
1 1
margainso Polar plot and Nichols Chart design techniques
also set the gain to a desired value, and adjust the
open loop transfer function curve to establish the
resonance peak and resonant frequency of the closed loop
2,3 »4
frequency response curve The root locus method,
however, deals directly with dynamic performance by
concerning itself with root locations on the s-plane
Compensation is designed by introducing poles and zeros
which force the root locus to pass through a preselected
point, and the gain is adjusted to place the root at
this point o Since an infinite number of pole and zero
locations can produce this result, each with a different

gain value, trial and error is required e It has been
5
shown that compensators can be designed to place complex
roots at selected points with a specified gain value and
without trial and error, but requires that the gain be
specified preciselyo
The method developed in this paper solves the compensation
problem using a simplified trial and error method
Equations are developed which permit preliminary estimates
of both gain and phase effects on the s-plane, and a
set of curves is also provided for use in both preliminary
estimates and final calculations As a result of using
these tools the initial trial is frequently quite close
to the desired answer The method is applicable to any
order system*.

CHAPTER II. The Root Locus Conce,
There is in the literature detailed information concern
the theory, significance , and application of s<=plane
techniques and, specifically, the root locus method
No attempt can be made here to duplicate this material,
but a basic review of the theory is appropriate
The Laplace transfer function of a feedback control system
may be utilized to relate the output to the input of
the system as follows (see figo 1):
6c (s) = KG(s)
, (2-1)
~"5r~~ T> KGAH(s)
where 9c(s) refers to the system output,
9r(s) refers to the signal input,
KG(s) is the transfer function of the forward
loop,
AH(s) is the transfer function of the feedback
path 8
KG(s) and AH(s) are rational polynomials in s
The characteristic equation is obtained when the denomin-
ator of Qc_(_sj_ vanishes; i c eo, when
0r
1 + KGAK(s) = o (2=2)
For systems employing unity feedback, AH(s) = 1 s and
the characteristic equation becomes simply
1 h KG(s) = (2=3)
To simply the dicussion, unity feedback is assumed









3ASIC BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR FEEDBACK CONTROL SY 1

stated,
The roots of the characteristic equation are those values
of s which satisfy the equation KC(s) = -1 Values of s
represent complex numbers which may be plotted on the
complex plane s = «r+ jw , Therefore values of s which
satisfy the characteristic equation are located on the
s-plane as individual points
o
Any location s = T+j oj may be represented as a vector
quantity having magnitude and phase angle , in which
the vector originates from the origin and in which the
phase angle is measured counterclockwise from the
positive 0" axiSo The quantity -1 may be treated as
a unit vector with a phase angle of 180°
Suppose we have a transfer function of the form
F(s) = K(s+Z»
)
2. / o o o
Values of s which make the denominator identically zero
are called poles and the numerator values are called zeros,
These may be plotted on the s=plane and are commonly
denoted by the symbols "X" for pole and "0" for zer-Oo
For any arbitrary point S , a term such as s- is
then a vector quantity., All of the factors associated,
with F(s) , except the scaler gain number K ,
similarly may be treated as vector quantities The product
-5-

of these vectors is a vector, whose magnitude
the product of the Individual vector magnitudes
phase angle is th
convenience, the reference point for the vect Is taken
from each pole and zero in turn c Pole angles are then
positive and zero angles negative © See fig. \
Since F(s) = »1 defines the characteristic equation of
the system, only those values of s are roots which,
when substituted into the equation, produce a unit vector
at 180° o The two requirements of phase angle and magnitude
commonly are separated The poles and zeros are first
plotted on the s~plane Then a locus of points is
determined which satifies the phase angle requirements
of 180 U (or odd multiple thereof * } This locus is termed
the root locus, since it Is the locus of all possible
locations of the roots depending upon the value associated
with K o Finally the particular values of roots are
located by rearranging the characteristic equation into
the form
K = >s? Is+P, i ! s+Pil coo (2-4)
| S+Z, | «, o o
and locating values by trial and error which satisfy
the relationship along the root locuso
*Note that the quqntity (-1) may be represented as






While this procedure may at first appear to be rather
laborious, it is in fact quite easy Certain thumb-rules
are given in the literature which specify the number of
root locus segments, the method for finding asymptotes
of the root locus curves, general shapes of the curves
to be expected, etc* In addition, the location of the
root locus is facilitated greatly by the use of a device
for adding and subtracting the phase angles o Particularly
recommended is the Spirule, a simple and inexpensive
device which permits rapid location of the root location
on the locus and the roots with an accuracy of about 2°
in angle and 5^ in gain c
There are many advantages in the root locus methodo The
roots permit the evaluation of the transient and frequency
response o Furthermore, since the root locus is by
definition the locus of all possible roots depending
upon the number associated with the gain factor K ,
the effect on system performance associated with changes
in gain can be immediately determined,, Thus the root locus
offers perhaps the best single means of system evaluation
For example, suppose we desire to examine the transient
response of a system to a unit step input This is
accomplished by evaluation of the residues at the root





6cJ s ) - KC(s) , (2-





j ) . 8 »
\ S+r, J e o e
(2-6)
where r, , . . « refers to the roots of the characteristic
equatioru Therefore,





Those roots which are closest to the origin generally
dominate the system response o In figo 3 is shov;n a
typical configuration of roots on the s«~lane (roots
are commonly designated by "X" as are poles )o As a
general rule, most systems do not have more than one
pair of complex conjugate roots near the origino
Roots on the negative real axis produce exponentially
damped terms in the transient response Roots on the
imaginary j u) axis produce undamped sinusoidal responseso
Complex roots produce a sinusoidal damped response which
is characteristic of a well designed servomechanism
Figo 3 indicates certain quantities which may be associated
with dominant complex roots o UJ n is the natural frequency






OF ROOT LOCATIONS ON THE S-PLANE
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the dominant pair* j3 ^ s the angle between the negative
real axis and the line connecting the complex roots to
the origin Cosj3 ~ $ > the familiar damping ratioo The
real part of r, and rz is 0*i = <n = JuJn. ° r is located at
Cr3 +jO e
In general, if all roots (other than the complex dominant
roots) are at a distance from the origin =2Un the}' may-
be neglected in determing the transient response since
the time constant and/or coefficient associated with
such roots will be small in comparison to the dominant
roots* In this case the system behaves essentially as
a second order system and the following relationships
are valid:
settling time = kt= 4/fU« (2-8)
number of oscillations = 2 Vt-$ x (2-9)
If two complex roots and one real root dominate the
response, the system behaves essentially as a third-
order system* If four roots contribute significantly
to the response, the S3 rstem is fourth-order, etc.
Obviously the estimation of transient performance for
higher order systems is more difficult than for second-
order systems* It may be necessary in some cases to take
the inverse Laplacian* Neverless, the location of the




A great deal has been written about compensation in
the s-plane. One of the most powerful aspects of the
s-plane technique is the flexibility it affords in
designing proper compensation. The method may be applied
to multiple loop systems as well as to single loop and,
in fact, it is precisely in the design and analysis
of complex systems that the superiority of the method
over other techniques is most apparent.
The general approach in s-plane compensation has been
to study the effect of the root locus curves with the
addition of poles and zeros introduced by compensating
networks. The method proposed herein adopts a somewhat




CHAPTER IXI» The Compensation Procedure
o
The root locus discussion in the preceeding chapter
described in broad terms the response to be expected
from system roots located at various places on the
s-plane 9 The designer of a servomecanism must, in general 9
first approach the problem in the other direction; that is,
he must place the roots of the system in such a manner that
the system will meet design specifications© Thus there
will be a point on the s-plane where roots are desired
(or, more practically, there will be an area on the plane
anywhere within which the roots will produce an acceptable
response). The proper placement of roots will vary widely
depending upon the system* In some cases, particularly in
multiloop systems, the final location of roots may require
adjustment because of additional roots near the complex
pair*, This is, however, a matter of final system adjust-
ment o For purposes of this discussion, it is presumed
that the desired location of the complex dominant roots
is known
•
It has been shown that the root locus is, by definition,
the locus of all possible root locations. Each root
locus segment will contain one rooto As gain is varied
from to ©o each root will move along its respective
locus segment from a pole to a terminating zero (or to
if the segment does not terminate in a finite zero) c
-13-

This locus, futhermore, is that locus of phase angles
measured from the various poles and zeros which is equal
to 180°, or add multiple 9 thereof If the locus does not
pass through the desired root location, compensation net-
**-
-*
works must be added* This may be accomplished by:
U ) Rearrangement of existing poles and zeros so as
to produce a phase angle of 180° at the desired
root location*
(b) The addition of suitably placed poles and zeros
so as to produce a phase angle of 1&0° at the
desired root location,,
(c) A combination of (a) and (b)o
That is, if poles and zeros are rearranged or added so as
to produce a phase angle at the desired root location, then
by definition that location will lie on the root locus
This does not necessarily produce suitable compensation by
itself, since steady state requirements and other consider-
ations must be included as well, but these additional con-
siderations generally may be handled without excessive
difficulty*






where is a num=
ber less than 1, Z
is the zero of the
compensator, P is
the pole of the com-
pensator»
* In addition, of course, compensating devices may be re<




Because OC < 1, Z<P, and therefore the zero is closer




For a position r of the dominant roots, A>B. Since
the phase angle at r= J? pole angles -Z^zero angles,
a lead compensator will decrease the phase angle at r.
For a lag compensator, the transfer function is
T.F. - st+1 = s+Z
stj +1 s+P
In the case of a phase lag compensator, Z>P and the
pole is closer to the origin than the zero The phase
angle contribution at r will be an increase in the
total phase angle.
To illustrate the effects of the above concepts, suppose
a configuration of poles and zeros is given and a
-15-

desired root location is known. Suppose further that
a phase angle of 220° is measured at r . Introduction
of a phase lead compensator will reduce the phase angle.
If a compensator is added which introduces
-A0°, the phase
angle will be 180° and r will lie on a root locus. If
the phase angle at r originally was measured to be
170°, a lag network of 10° would place r on the root
locus.
One of the most important considerations in a system
is steady state accuracy. For a type 1 servomechanism,
the steady state accuracy is proportional to the velocity
constant Kv • Generally Kv may be increased above
specifications but should not be decreased.* In compensating
Kv may be increased most readily by means of a phase lag
compensator. This is proven in Chapter IV. On the
s-plane the value of Kv is quickly determined. If
Zi, Z2,... are the distances from the origin to the
location of zero 1, zero 2,..., and Pi ,PZ ,.„, are the
distances from the origin to the location of pole 1,
* However, since Kv is a measure of the amplification
requirements of the system, it may not be desirable
to increase Kv beyond the value specified.
-16-

pole 2,*.* and if Zd,,Zcu,e 9 e are the distances from
zero 1 to the root location r etc., and Pdi,Pdz f ...
are the distances from pole 1 to r etc e , then





This may be shown to be true as follows:
The root locus gain K = product of pole distances
product of zero distances
=Pd* Pdz..
Zdj Zd:
G(s) - K(s+Zi Hs+Zj. )... - Kv(






( s t a-H j ( s t b+1 ) . .
.
(sti +1) (s £*+!)•••
(3-2)

where ta=l , £b=l , ti =1_ , fz. =1 » etc.
Zi ;•: .- P, Pr
To put (s+Zi ) in the (sta+1) form, it is necessary to
multiply and divide the numerator of G(s) by Zi
,
giving
G(s) - KZ, (sra+l)(s+Zz )... (3-3)
s( S+Pi ) (s+Pi )...
Each term ma 3^ be taken in succession, so that
G(s) - K(s ta+l)(stb+lK..Z,Z t (3-4)
s(s ti +l)(s ti+l)...P< Pi
But K = Pd, Pdx. ..
Zdi Zdi « .
.
.
*. G(s) = Pd, Pdittt .Zi ZjL.MJsta+l) (stb+lj...
Pi Pz ...Zdi Zdz..s(sti+1) (sti+iy. . V
= Kv(sta+l)(s tb+1)... (3-5)
s(sti +1 ) (s "Cz+1) • • •
The general procedure for compensation is as follows:
(a) Plot the poles and zeros of the transfer
function of the uncompensated system on the s-plane,
draw the root locus, and locate the roots for the
specified Kv (type 1 system will be assumed).
(b) From the specifications, select the desired
complex root location r (or area of satisfactory
root location).
(c) If the uncompensated system roots are not
satisfactory, measure the phase angle at r
(d) If the phase angle at r is greater than
180 U
,
lead compensation will be necessary. If necessary,
-18-

adjust Kv at r by use of a lag network (in some cases
it may be possible to adjust Kv with a lead network, as
shown in Chapter IV )
.
(e) Place the poles and zeros of the total compen-
sated system in such a manner that the corrected phase
angle at r is 18C°.
(f
)
IF deemed necessary, draw the root locus for
the compensated system to locate the position of intro-
duced roots.
In the examples that follow, the following premises are
made
:
(a) A desired root location r is known.
(b) The attenuation ratio of phase lead compensators
should not exceed 10.*
(c) The specified Kv of the compensated system
should not be reduced below the value given, but may
be increased if necessary.
*A practical consideration in the case of lead compensa-
tors is that high attenuation ratios produce excessive









For compensated system, Kv = 2
OJn = 2 , i = 0,7
Solution: See fig 6a
The root locus is drawn with the aid of a spirule and
the root locations are determined to be s= -.25+ J2.0,
and s= -10.5 • The desired root is located at J =0.7,
U) n=2 . The phase angle at this location is measured
and found to be 250°, and therefore phase lead compen-
sation is required. In this case, pole cancellation is
attractive in order to remove the pole at s= -1 .
Therefore a zero is placed at s= -1 and the required
P location to produce a phase angle of 180° at the
desired root location is found by spirule to be at
s= -3*2 • The attenuation ratio of the compensator =
3.2 - 3.2 .
K - (2)(2.2)(8.7) = 42
Kv = 42 = 2
(2.2)(8.7)
G(s) = 42 . (s+1)
s(s-i-lMs-t-lO) (s+3o2)
The root locus for the compensated system is shown













ROOT LOCUS, UNCOMPENSATED SYSTEM
dg~~~ Root
+2











Same as the previous example except that Kv = 6 •
Solution: (See fig. 7)
In this case it does not appear warranted to attempt to
alter the pole and zero location of the phase lead
compensator. This is due to the fact that the zero was
chosen to cancel the pole effect at s= -1, and also
because of the fact that Kv must be increased by a
factor of 3« However, from root locus studies, it is
apparent that as long as the zero remains between the
pole at s= -1 and s= -10, then the root location will
be part of the segment originating between the two
poles at the origin and at s= -1 . The other root locus
segment will lie along the real axis between the zero
and the pole at s= -10 (a mental analysis of this type
is desirable because it will generally indicate whether
or not an undesirable root may be produced by the
introduction of a compensator or even an unstable
root placed in the right half plane).
Since Kv must be raised by a factor of 3, of the lag
P
network should be =3 • By placing a dipole near the
origin, the phase angle will be affected only slightly.
For illustration purposes, select P=0.2, Z=0.8 .The











ROOT LOCUS, COMPENSATED SYSTEM
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at s= -1 . The pole of the phase lead compensator is
placed in a "corrected" position to produce a phase
angle of 180° at the desired root location. The position
is at s= -5.6 . Then
K = 2(1.9)(4.5)(8.7) = 93
—
T76" —
Kv = 93(0.30) =6.6
(0.2)(5.6)(10)
It will be noticed that the phase lag compensator ratio
did not raise Kv by a factor of 4, but by a factor
somewhat less. This occurs because, in adjusting the
pole of the phase lead compensator to achieve a phase
angle of 180° (after placing the pole and zero of the
lag compensator), the lead compensator pole moved to
the left. This will increase K slightly, since the
pole is farther from the root location, but it will





r j r 2. . • •
This effect will be explained more fully in the following
chapter.
Final compensation:








CHAPTER IV. Effects of Passive Compensator Networks
On The Error Coefficients*
Compensation methods usine; passive networks have been
2,3,4,5
developed by severa] authors. In genera] mathe-
matical formulae have been employed which express a
relationship between a pole position and the correspond-
ing zero location necessary to place the desired root
location r on the root locus. It then becomes necessary
to select arbitrarily either the pole or zero location
and the other may be calculated* In this respect there
is no difference between earlier methods and that
procedure described in Chapter III.
Heretofore no guides have established which indicate the
optimum position at which to place either the zero or
the pole in order to achieve maximum effect from the
compensator section. In fact it was not known whether
optimum positions existed. Therefore an investigation
was undertaken to study the effects of pole-zero location
upon the system.
Because of the importance of steady state accuracy in
most servomechanism applications, the effect upon steady
state error of different compensator configurations was
considered to be of primary importance. Simply stated,
the problem is this: a compensator is needed to place
•26=

the root locus through a desired position r . Assuming
that a single (or a specified number of sections) is
sufficient to accomplish this, there nevertheless remains
an infinite number of possible pole-zero combinations
for the section which will produce a phase angle of
1$0° at r .It then becomes advantageous to know the
effect upon system performance of different configurations
and, specifically, upon steady state accuracy.,
6
As a result of Chu's studies in phase angle loci and
gain loci on the s-^lane, it may be stated that any
open loop transfer function produces a phase angle
and a gain value at every point on the s-plane 6 These
numbers depend only on the locations of the open loop
zeros and poles, not on the gain constant of any associated
amplifying equipment. Certain lines on the s-plane are
root loci, i.e., loci of possible roots for the closed
loop system. All points on such loci have a phase angle
which is an odd multiple of TT • Each point on the root
loci has a specific gain number associated with ito A
root of the closed loop system may be moved to a selected
point on a root locus by adjusting the system amplication
constant until the necessary gain number obtains.
For any point, s, , not on a root locus the phase angle
is lG(s= s ) and the gain number is
hi




As shown in the previous chapter, in order to design a
compensator such that a select point, s, , becomes a
root, r , it is necessary first of all to introduce
poles and zeros such that for the compensated transfer
function Gc
, the angle at point s ( becomes | Gc(s = s, ) :
(2C-1)-Jt , where C is any positive integer. This merely
means that a root locus must be forced to pass through s,
It is also necessary that the gain be adjusted to move
the actual root point along the root locus to s,
An infinite number of possible pole-zero combinations
can satisfy the angle requirements, but for each a
different gain number obtains at s, , and thus for each
7
pole- ero combination a different error coefficient
obtains. Since steady state accuracy depends on the error
coefficient only certain values are allowable, and it is
this condition that results in trial and error design
methods.
Assuming that the designer knows the uncompensated G(s),
and can select a point s, = r at which a root is to be
located, it is a simple matter to compute 1 G(r) using
either analytic or graphical methods. Assuming also a
passive compensator with poles and zeros restricted to
the negative real axis, the maximum phase angle producible
by a single section is obtained when the pole is at
minus infinity and the zero at the origin (or vice versa)
-28-

Iand this maximum phase angle is
jB = + (n - tan"" -^-) (4-2)
where r = s, =CTr + juJr. Therefore the mininum number
of compensator sections needed to satisfy the angle
condition is:
MINIMUM MO. OF SECTIONS - K - lo(r) (4-3)
The gain number, K(r), is readily evaluated, and the error
coefficient (which does not exist at S| = r because
this point is not 3^et on a root locus but which may be
computed formally) is found from
a IT (zi)
Kx = K(r) " i (4-4)
"IT < Fi >
A. *•*!
where Kx = Kp, Kv, Ka, ... depending on the system
type number.
This section considers first the general concepts involved
for any type system of any order, then considers in detail
the second order Type One system, developing relationships
which may be used as a guide to design.
LEAD SECTIONS





general case. The desired root location is r . The angle
required of a lead compensator to place the root locus
through r is the angle h - c*. . The zero and pole may
be located at any positions on the negative real axis
as long as this angle condition is satisfied,, The gain
factor of the compensator is / 2 | ./] . /hen the zero
Ud I {? J
is at the origin this gain is zero. If the zero and pole
are moved along the negative real axis toward minus
infinity in such a way as to maintain the angle require-
ment, the ratio Pd/F approaches unity, usually without
exceeding this value, and the ratio Z/Zd also approaches
unity, but frequently exceeds unity, i.e., maximizes,
depending on the value of 3 associated with the chosen
roots points. As an approximation which provides an
upper limit for the gain value, consider the case where
the compensator pole is left at minus infinity and the
zero is moved along the negative real axis. The gain
factor at a selected point is now defined by Z/Zd,
since Pd/P = 1.0 . The angle criterion is not satisfied
because the pole location is not correct, but the required
finite location of the pole can only reduce the gain
factor, thus the value obtained is an upper limit for
the gain factor of a single section. The result is shown
on fig. 9 for f 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and the
figure also shows the phase angle introduced by the zero.
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design guide. For a lag compensator similar results may
be obtained by placing the zero at minus infinity and
moving the pole. The ratio Pd/P is infinite for P
at the origin, but drops to a minimum then approaches
unity as P approaches infinity.
A single example will demonstrate the use of fig. 9 •
Suppose r is on the J = 0.7 line, and the phase angle
at r is 2S5 . The lead angle required is therefore
105°. Reference to fig. 9 indicates that the zero
location required to achieve this lead angle is 0.5u)n,
At this location, the compensator zero ratio is 0.75 •
If this compensator ratio is too small a double lead
section might be considered. In this case, each zero must
effect one-half of the total lead angle required, or
52.5°. The zero location is found to be at 1.25 u)n, and
each of the two compensators is found to have a zero
ratio of 1.39 • Therefore the total maximum compensator
ratio is (1.39) = 1*93 • Likewise three identical
sections might be employed. In this case each zero must
produce 105°/3 ~ 35° phase lead at r . The zero
location is found to be at 1.6a; n, and each compensator
has a zero ratio of 1.395 • Therefore the total maximum
3
compensator ratio is (1.395) = 2.72.
The location of the compensator zero to produce a
maximum value for the ratio Z/Zd may be called Zm.
-33.










Zd - /ofr + ( Zm - <r r)7-
then the location of Zm is determined from




which evaluates to Zm = urn/
It follows that Zd = b)m /TT /S
and Zm = 1
Zd ^__
Thus the maximum possible gain increase from a single
section is easily computed* This gain is never achievable
because the compensator cannot be built with the pole at
infinity, and the value therefore acts as a guide in that
it is an upper limit.
If in a given case where phase lead compensation is
required, the pole and zero are both moved along the
negative real axis toward minus infinity so as to always
satisfy the angle requirement, the zero approaches a
limiting position beyond which it cannot be placed if
the angle criterion is to be satisfied at r , Calling
this limiting location Zl , it may be noted from fig. 8
that with a required angle 1$ - oC ,
tan( r - oc ) = 10 r (4-7)




j Z L.t - jjr tlO"r< tan(r - <* ) (4-8)
" tan( }f - oO
Again in practice the zero cannot be located at Z l
,
and this value acts as an upper limit in guiding the
design. If, for a given case, Zm<.Zi_ , it is possible
to compensate with a single section, place the zero
at or near Zm, and obtain nearly maximum gain. If
Zm > Z l multiple sections may be required to obtain a
gain advantage.
The following simple computations permit ready estimate
of the limiting gain values at a selected point r
If Kx is the uncompensated system error coefficient,
and Kxc is the compensated system error coefficient,
then for one lead section
Kxc Kx/ J 1-5* (4-9)
for two lead sections
Kxc = Kx/ (1- i
Z
) (4-10)
for N lead sections
Kxc ~ Kx/ ( V 1- J* ) N (4-11)
Note that these error coefficients are upper limits.
A similar development is possible for lag compensators.
The curves of fig. 9 may be used for this case also.
For a second order system certain relationships can be
-35-

established which may be used as figures of merit in
selecting compensation for second order systems, and also
for higher order systems when the selected roots may
be considered dominant. Fig. 10 shows the root locus for
a second order type one system, uncompensated. The basic
transfer function is G(s) = Kv/s(s*£ + 1), and
Kv = Pdo Pdi / Pi , but Pdo = Pd f = u) n , and P, = l/<£
,
Thus
Kv = CJn Z (4-12)
for the compensated second order system.
When a second order system is compensated by a lead
section to produce new complex roots, and the root location
is defined by UJnc , J c, the maximum gain at the new
root, as determined from fig. 4 is
Kvc = Pdo Pd ) Pdm . Zm_ UnctPd) (4-13)
Pi Pin Zdm
^n^i X
Pdi is less than uJnc, but as a first approximation let
Pdi = (x)nc, then
2
rr
Kvc • tUnc L.
V 1-4* (4-14)
K sections are to be used, then
Kvc Line L (4-15)
3- N/2
(1- i )
; the required value of Kvc is known, then the































N = 2 In (U/n c £/ Kvc
)
(4-16)
In practice the number of sections may exceed N
appreciably.
If a desired root location can be obtained with only one
lead section, it is certainly possible to use more than
one section. Thus it becomes of interest to investigate
the possibility of obtaining a gain advantage by using
multiple sections. As a first step, note that for two
identical sections the location of the compensator zero,
Z 2 i for maximum available gain (which occurs with poles
at infinity and without regard to angle requirements) is
Z 2 = 10 n = Zm (4-17)T~
Since Zd = / z
V LUr +(Z X - r)
The gain per section is Z% /Zd , and for two identical
z






Ur + [Z z - Q'r) =
This evaluates to
Z z = (Jm /(Tr = u)m /^ = Zm
That is, the zero location for N sections is exactly
that for a single section. If two non-identical sections
are used the theoretical maximum gain cannot be available
.
This does not prove that a gain advantage necessarily
accrues by using multiple sections when one section can




, ai corresponding poles remain far
enough out on the negative real axis, then the available
gain is increased by a factor 1/ tj 1- (due to
the second section) which may be an appreciable ad-
vantage. In like manner, if the zeros can be kept close
to Zm a gain advantage may be available.
LAG SECTIONS
The lag network introduces a net positive angle at r






Using the same terminology as for the case of a lead





In its usual configuration, the lag network is essentially
a dipole near the origin, with Z< 1, P< 1 e In this
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case Zd = Pd , and the compensator ratio of a lag
network is Z/p .There will be little phase angle
change at r produced by a dipole, since the angle
contribution of Z and P are approximately equal.
Thus the value of Kv may be changed easily by altering
the ratio of Z and P
The usual objections to the employment of lag networks
must be considered. The use of a dipole near the origin
generally will produce an additional root near the origin
with an attendant long time constant. This root may have
an undesirable effect upon transient performance. In
addition, general engineering considerations of noise
must be remembered. Generally lag networks are to be
avoided; however, because they do permit the realization
of high steady state accuracy, their use may be necessary
in those applications where passive networks are desired.
For example, suppose an increase in Kv by a factor of
5 is required. From the preceding section it is apparent
that this gain cannot readily be achieved solely through
the use of lead sections. In this case by adopting a ratio
of Z/P = 5 for a lag network, the necessary Kv can be
obtained. Z = .20, P = .04 is a possible combination.





In the use of lead-lag networks, sucessive application of
these same principles developed previously may be
employed. A lead network is placed in a location such
that the phase angle at r is 1#0°, and a lag network
added to produce the required Kv . The lag network
generally will have little effect upon the angle at r ;
however, the lead network may have to be altered slightly
after the introduction of the lag network to again produce
a phase angle of exactly 180°. This final modification of
the lead network should have little effect on the final
value of Kv
COMPENSATION PROCEDURE
Compensation may be designed using these relationships
by:
1. Selecting r , evaluating | G(r) , Kx. Estimate
the number of sections required to satisfy the angle
requirement, and compare Kx with the value required
by specifications. Since the gain increase available
from a lead section is small unless j^0.7 (see fig. 9)
Kx must be near the specified value or lag compensation
is required. If required insert a lag compensator to
adjust Kx to an acceptable value and proceed with the
design of a lead compensator . Note that this is a
major advantage of this method; it defines the need for
lag compensation at an early point.
-41-

2. To design th ad compensator
,
,
using fig. 9, an .. ace one or more zeros as close to
as permitted by Zl , determine the corresponding pc
locations and check Kxc. If the preliminary calculations
•e interpreted intelligently Kxc should be at or
above the specified value, otherwise a second trial may
be require .
3. Check the location of the roots introduced by
the compensators, and estimate their effect on the
dynamic response. If necessary readjust the compensator
design.
.AL CC ' IS
e principles discussed in this chapter make possible
rapid solutions to problems involving servo systems
ay be compensated by passive networks in the
direct path. In addition the principles are applicable
to other forms of compensators as well. For example,
derivative feedback generally produces a zero in the
open-loop pole-zero configuration. Placement of this
zero at Zm will have the same effect upon the system
Kv as will the zero of a phase lead compensator in the
direct path.
3 theoretic imits on Kv (or on Kp,
,
Etc.) may
-ache - in actual design. This is due
to the fact t] ' 1 filters i an attenuation ratio
-k2-

of 10:1 produce an increase in Kv which is very close
to the theoretical limit. To achieve this, the zero
position is placed slightly closer than (but very near
to) the theoretical position for Zm . With an attenuation
ratio of 10:1, the pole will be far enough out on the
negative real axis so that its contribution to Kv and
phase angle is relatively small. Thus the designer need
only calculate the value of Kv contribution of the
poles and zeros of the uncompensated system and the
limiting value of a lead (or double lead, etc.) section
to determine if compensation by lead networks alone
is feasible.
The following relationships summarize the principal
concepts :
1. Zm - lu) n for a lead compensator
2. Zm = 1 , the maximum theorectical gain
.:
i for a lead compensator section.
s/ l-* fc
3. Increase in Kv produced by a lag compensator = Z/P
provided that the lag network is essentially a dipole
near the origin.
4. For a second order system with one lead compensator
Kvc/ LP n X. , where X. = 2 3"k>n
V 1 " 1~
5. For a second order system with two lead compen-
sator sections




The following examples are given to illustrate some of
the concepts which have been developed in preceding
chapters.
EXAMPLE V-l
Given: G(s) = 588,000
s(s t 4)(s + 600)
Requirements: Kv not be reduced. Desired root
location to bo such that (Tr = 15, 0.5 - 0.7
(see fig. 11a) Lag networks to be avoided. Attenuation
ratios of lead networks must not 10.
Solution: Because the effect of the pole at s=600
is negligible, the system may be considered second order.
The uncompensated system has a Kv :
Kv = K = 5So,000 - 245
F, Pz UMbCO)
At s 4 = <H + ju); , for i =0.7
since we are neglecting the pole at s = -600.
Or,
Kvu < U)nc,t = (15 a/2 ) = 112
4
With one lead section, from equation 4-14,
Kvc < Unc
1
Z = 112 = 157




































With two lead sections,
Kvc < ^nCj t = 112 = 220
" 1- i~ 1- .49
Since neither of these two conditions will meet require-
ments, examine the root s z = <T1 + j **>*, for = 0.5
1
~
Kvu< U)nc <~ = (30) = 225
With one lead section,
Kvc < (JncaC = 22 5 = 260
V i-i x V 1- .25
With two lead sections,
Kvc< CJnca.t = 225 = 300
1- 3* 1- .25
The value of Kvc shown by one section would appear to
be sufficient to meet specifications but is probably too
close to the required value to be realized. The value
for two sections appears to be more practical. From
equation 4-5,
Zm = CJn/^ = 30/. 5 = bO
-4b-

Furthermore, the phase angle at s^ = 1 G(s ^ s z ) = 235°
Since two sections are to be used, each section must
produce 235 - -ISO = 27.5° lead. Using fig. 9 , this
2
occurs when the Z location for the compensator is at
Z = 2.2 U)nc - 2.2(30) = 66.0 . Also from fig. 9 ,
a zero at Z = 2.2 LJnc produces a Z/Zd ratio of 1.14 .
For two sections,
I Z \ = (1.14) = 1.29
' zd ;
From this we can calculate the maximum theoretical Kvc
Kvc = Kvu(l,29) = Fdo Pdi (1.29)
Pi
= (30)(26.7)U.29) = 256
4
Actual Kv alter compensation will be somewhat less than
this value because of the finite poles. Because the poles
are finite, the zero of the compensator must be placed
closer to the origin than Z = 66.0 . For a trial point,
try Z = Zm = 60.0 . By graphical means, the pole location
necessary- to produce j G ( s = S2 ) is 640. This produces a
phase lead attenuation of 640/60 = 10.67, which is slightly
greater than specifications permit. A second try with the
zeros at s = 59.0 yields a pole position of 570, with a
resultant attenuation ratio of 570/59 = 9.68 . Including
-47-

the pole at s = -600, the final Kv is
Kvcc - \\ :o)(Fd, ) ;FcU) /Z( Idc
'




(4MO0U) (5D a (570^
Gc(s) - ($6.Q)'1U / s-^59 \
s(s+/i)(s+600) ls+570>
The following points should be noted:
1. The final Kvc = 250 compares to the value of
300 given by the second order formula, equation 4-15*
2. The Kvc = 2 50 is within 2.4% of the value given
by fig. 9 • With attenuation ratios equal to 10, accuracies
within 5/o can be expected. Note that this accuracy was
achieved even though the pole at s = -600 was neglected
until the final calculation.
3. Even though greater compensator ratios (1/ a/1- f, x )
may be achieved for larger j locations,
„ N
Kxc = Kxu/ ( V 1 ' 1 2- )
will generally be greater for smaller j locations, since
the quantity Kxu will dominate.
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Given: G(s) = 7000
__
s(s + 10)(s + 35)
Requirements: Kv is not to be reduced. Desired
root location is r = -15 j 15. Lag networks are to
be avoided if possible, and the attenuation of lead
networks must not exceed 10.
Solution:
Kv = 7000/(10)(35) = 20
I G( -15 + .1 15) - 280°
Therefore 100 degrees phase lead is needed.
Kvu = Fdo Fd
t Pdz = 24
Pi Pi
Therefore the gain ratio of a lead compensator must not
be less than 20/24 = 0.834 .
From fig. 9 , for "$ = 0.7, one section will not work,
since both the angle and compensator ratio requirements
cannot be satisfied simultaneously. For two identical
sections each section must produce 50 degrees lead with
a gain per section of V.334 ' = 0.915. From fig. 9 ,
the zero may be placed at 1.25 60 n, with gain ratio of
1.39 per section. Therefore two sections should be
adequate. To keep the gain at about Kv = 20, try a zero
at 0.6 (jjn. The zero then produces 90° lead. To reduce
the section angle to 50°, pole must be placed in the
position to produce 4-0" lag. From fig. 9 , the pole
-50-

goes at 1.55 U) n. This does not work, however, because
the Kv requirement is not satisfied • Try the zero at
0.95 ton ( CT = -20), the pole goes at 2.7 CJn [T = -57)
,
section gain ratio including the pole is 0.994 and Kvc =
2
24(.994) = 22.7 . Finally, with zero at CT = -19, the
pole at Q~ =
-47, the gain becomes Kv - 20.02, and the
compensated transfer function is
Z
Gc (s) = 43,3QO(s + 19)
i(s + 10)(s -t 35)(s + 47)*
The compensated root locus is shown on fig. 12a. The
compensator has introduced two complex conjugate roots
very near to the desired roots. The transient response
is acceptable, however, as indicated on fig. 121 .
EXAMPLE V-3
Given: G(s) as in Example V-2
Requirements: roots at -15 + j 15, no lag compensa-
tors, only two lead sections permitted, with attenuation
ratios less than 10. Design lead sections for maximum Kv.
Solution: As in Example V-2, 50 degrees lead per
section is required. From fig. 9, maximum zero coordinate
is at 1.13 U) n ( 0~= -27.4) but this violates the
attenuation restriction. Try zero at = -26. Fole
goes at Ci" - -220. Attenuation ratio is 220/26 = 8.5,
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The compensated system transfer function is
Gc(s) = 9B9,000(s * 26)
s(s 4 30)(s +35)(s + 220) l
Kvc = 39.5




) = 24/. 51 = 47
A slight gain increase is possible in the compensated
system by further manipulation until the attenuation
ratio is closer to the maximum permitted value, 10
,
but the further gain increase would be small. It is
interesting to note that the gain obtained is within
15/ of the theoretical maximum. The compensated root
locus is shown in fig. 13 •
EXAMPLE V-4
Given: G(s) = 150,000
s(s + 2)(s + 10)(s + 15)
Requirements: Kv not to be reduced. Desired root
location (Tr = -10, j - 0.5 . It is desired to minimize
the number of compensating sections.
Solution:






With the root at (Tr = -10 and
Kvu = Fdo Pd, Pdz Pd 3 = ( 20) ( 19 ) ( : 7.7 ) ( 18. 5
)
Pi Pz FJ 3 (2)(I0)(5)
= U5
The phase angle at the root is 400°. If s , is to be
placed on the ]80° phase angle locus, 220° of phase
lead compensation must be used. Because of the high
Kv requirement, root locations at positions where the
damping ratio ^J is greater than 0.5 will not lend
themselves to an easier solution. Therefore consider
only this one location; namely, that where j =0.5 •
If two sections of phase lead networks are used, each
must produce 220/2 = 110° of phase lead. Reference to
fig. 9 indicates that this occurs when the zeros are
placed at s = .175 (J n(for 1 =0.5). However, if lead
attenuation ratios are not to exceed 10, then the poles
of the leaa networks must be placed at 10(.175 CJn) =
1.75 CJn. Reference to fig. 9 shows that a pole at this
location will produce a phase lag of 33°. The resultant
net angle per section would be 110°- 33° = 77° Thus it
is quickly apparent that this method would be unsatis-
factory.
If three sections of phase lead compensation are used,
each must produce 220/3 = 73.3°. If the zeros are placed
-56-

at a point to produce 90° lead, then the poles can be
located at that position to produce (90 - 73.3)° = 16.7'
lag. From fig. 9, the zero position, for j = 0.5, is at
s = -.5 0l> n = -.5(20) = -10; the pole position is at
s = 3.5U n = -3.5(20) - -70 .
The lead compensator ratio = Z_ . Pd = ( .6) 1 = .522
Zd P 1.15
per section. Since three sections are to be used, this
3
ratio must be cubed, and (.522) = .142
Kvc = Kvu(.142) = (415) (.142) = 5^.9
The Kv requirement is still unsatisfied. An additional
section, either lead or lag, must be added in order to
increase Kvc to the desired value of 500. The question
arises whether this may be accomplished by a fourth lead
section or whether a lag section should be used. The
answer may be quickly determined. If four sections were
to be used, each must produce 220/4 = 55° lead. From
fig. 9 f this occurs when the zero is placed at
s = -1.1 U n, with a resultant Z__ ratio of 1.03 •
Zd
Under these circumstances, Kvc would be given by
4 4
Kvc - Kvu(Z/Zd) - (415) (1.03) - 467
and this does not account for the attenuation due to
the finite pole locations. Clearly a lag compensator
-57-

must be used if the compensation is to be accomplished
with four sections.
From the above, with three lead sections utilized to
produce the proper phase angle at si , Kvc = 58.9 •
Therefore the lag compensator must produce a gain of
$00/53.9 = 3.5 • A value of 9.0 might be used to correct
for any errors in calculation. To produce this gain,




Select arbitrarily a pole position of s = -0.1, a zero
position of s = -0.9 • The zero values of the lead
compensator are placed at the determined position of
s = -10, and the pole position of the lead compensators
are placed in the necessary position to produce the
phase angle at s« . This may be done graphically
(using the method described in Chapter III) or analytically
but note that the final position will be slightly different
than the position s = -70 previously calculated because
of the slightly different phase angle at the root location
caused by the Jag compensator. This position is determined
to be s = -65.
The final compensation is, therefore
-58-

Gc(s) - 4.29*10* / s+10 V / s-t-0.9 \
(s+2)(s+10)(s+15) " \ s+65 / * \ s-t-0.1/
Kvc - 4.29*106 (10 3 )(9'10~ 1 ) = 578
(2)(10)(15)(653 )(10-1 )
































1. This paper shows a method i'or computing effects of
compensator poles and zeros on the transfer function
gain and phase at any selected point in the s-plane.
2. Curves summarizing these effects have been presented
for the case of poles and zeros on the negative real
axis, with the selected points on constant "j contours
in the left half plane.
3. A design technique is developed which permits simul-
taneous consideration of root location specifications,
and restriction on the type and number of compensator
sections.
4« -iase in application of the technique and accuracy
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